KENDRIYA VIDLAYA
GANDHIGRAM
CLASS : IV

SUBJECT : EVS

MONTH : AUGUST
LESSON: CHANGING FAMILES

Important points:

Nimmi has a new baby sister

Tsering’s father has been promoted and transferred to another city

Nazli’s elder cousin brother getting married

In all the above three cases, there will be change in the lives of the
family members

All families change in some way or the other because of various
reasons.

Festivals are the time when we meet some members of our family who
live at different places
I fill in blanks :
1.
Change is a part of life
2.
Changes take place because of many reasons
3.
The panchayat said that children should play and study and not be
married of
4.
Law on child marriage strictly fixed the minimum age for boys and girls
5.
Children can be deeply affected by changes
II Give reasons:
1.
The excitement in nimmi’ s family
Reason : arrival of new baby

2.
Changes in Tsering’s family
Reason : Her father has been promoted and transferred to another city
3.
A great joy in nizli’s family
Reason : Her elder cousin brother is getting married
III Answer the following
1.
How does it feel to have a new baby at home ?
Answer : It feels excited to have a new baby at home
2.
To whom does the baby stay with most of the time?
Answer : The baby stays most of the time with his/ her mother
3.
Name some reasons for changes in families
Answer some reasons for changes in families are

Arrival of new baby

Family members’s transfer

Family members’s marriage
4.
What should be the minimum age for boys and girls to get married ?
Answer According to child marriage law

Girls 18 years

Boys 21 years

1.






IV Answer in detail
What happens when a new baby enters into a home
In a loving home , the minute that a new child is brought into the world ,
everything begins to revolve around him / her
Every one in the household starts to make adjustments to welcome the family
The family life enters a new era where family dynamics undergo tremendous
changes
These changes directly affect mother, father and any other member of the family
The family members must prepare to face radical transformations that
accompany the arrival of the new born blessing

2. Write what changes children face when their family member is transferred from
one place to other
 In today’s shrinking world promotions and transfers forcing some families to
move frequently across town across the country and even around the world
 These moves can be quite difficult for the whole family but the particularly for
the children
 These is the loss of friends and along with it a loss of sense of belonging
 In changing schools, they might have to leave behind extra –curricular activities
a sports team, a school cultural team that were more important to them
 Upon arriving at their new school they may behind themselves either
academically ahead of or behind their new classmates depending on the
curriculum in the previous school
 In the new community the children will be new comers strangers and may need
to learn some different social rules.
Activity :
Draw a family tree and paste the picture of your family members and write the
relationship

Lesson : HU TU TU HU TU TU
MONTH : AUGUST

SUB : EVS

Important points
 Kabaddi is a rough game yet it has many rules
 In playing kabaddi one needs to use both mind and body. Good coordination
is required between the eyes legs and arms
 Karnam malleshwari is a weight lifter who has won 29 medals in international
events
 Jwala, Heera, and Leela are three sisters who played kabaddi when they were
young
 When they were young girls , they were not allowed to play this game.
 They formed a kabaddi club and encouraged other girls to play this game
 They had to face many difficulties because of kabaddi but that did not reduce
their fun
 Every game has some rules and the game is played according to those rules
I Fill in the blanks :
1. We make rules for our lives they way we do for games
2. Kabaddi is an rough game, yet it has many rules
3. Karanm malleshwari can lift weight of 130 kg
4. Karnam malleshwari is weight lifter
5. Karnam malleshwari has won 29 medals in international events
II Answer the following
1. Write different names given for HUTU TU
Answer : chadduguddu , Cho kit kit , Kabaddi are the different names given for
Hu tu tu

2. How many players are needed to play kabaddi?
Answer : kabaddi is traditionally played with two teams of seven players with
five supplementary players held in reserve
3. What are the reasons for not allowing girls for kabaddi in olden days ?
Answer : people thought that , if girls play such games they had to wear boy’s
clothes and nobody would marry them. This is the main reason for not allowing
girls for playing kabaddi for allowing girls for playing kabaddi in olden days
III answer in detail
1. Write the nature of kabaddi game
Nature of kabbaddi game
 Kabaddi is a rough game , yet it has many rules it is lots of fun and lots of
exercise we have to use both our body and mind in this game. We have to use
our strength to pull or stop the players this game includes
 Pushing and pulling
 Screaming and shouting
 Holding the breath while running
 Continuously saying kabaddi – kabaddi and
 Trying to touch the players of the opposite team

Lesson : The valley of flowers
Month : august

sub : Evs

Important points :
 In the hills of uttarachal( now Uttarakhand) , there is place where thre
are flowers everywhere. This is called the valley of flowers
 It has flowers of almost all colours
 Designs of flowers are made on clothes, sheets, vases etc.
 Madhubani paintings are a very old form of Indian folk art
 To make them, natural colours like indigo , turmeric, colours from
flowers and trees etc are used
 Flowers are used to make scents , medicines and decoration
 Flowers are also used to make garlands , bouqutes etc
I Fill in the blanks
1.
Madhubani is a very old form of folk art
2.
Madhubani is a district in Bihar
3.
Itr is pure extract of flowers
4.
Even a small bottle of itr is made from dots and lots of flowers
5.
The kannauj district is in Uttar Pradesh
II Give names of two flowers
1.
Grow on trees : Gulmohar, Neem
2.
Grow on bushes : Rose , Jasmine
3.
Grow on water plants : lotus , water Lilly
4.
Bloom only at night : Jasmine , Lilly
5.
Bloom only in certain months : marigold, tulip
III Answer the following :
1. From what madhubani paintings are made ?
Answer : madhubani paintings are made out of powdered rice in which colour
has been mixed
2. What are all the pictures the madhubani paintings show ?

Answer : madhubani paintings show human beings animals trees flowers
birds etc
3. What are the different ways we use flowers in our daily life ? give examples
 Flowers are used to make medicines eg neem flower
 Colours are made from many flowers eg marigold
 Many flowers are used in cooking eg banana flower
 Some flowers are used to make scent eg jasmine flower
IV Answer in detail
1. Write about madhubani art
 Madhubani art is very old form of folk art
 In olden days , during festivals and occasions the walls of the houses
and the courtyards are painted with madhubani art
 These paintings are made out of paste of powedered rice in which
colour has been mixed
 The colours are used in madhubani paintings are made from indigo
turmeric colours from flowers and trees
 The paintings shows human beings animals trees flowers birds

